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all processors






Generate an MILP model






Synthesize a netlist with
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 g,- = h1 if	Task		is	assigned	to	Processor	2,0 otherwise.																																														 +
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?<AXu = ∑ ?U-,U s-,U
:
)  ∑ g,-- = 1, 1 ≤ ∀ ≤ 5 "O 
.  g,- = 1 → ∑ s-,UU = 1, 1 ≤ ∀ ≤ 5 "O, 1 ≤ ∀2 ≤ 5 "O 
7  ∑ ^,U-,U g,-s-,U ≤ <^=Z"5 , 1 ≤ ∀ ≤ 5 "O 
;  ∑ ^,U-,U g,-s-,U ≤ <^=Z"5_``  
3  1 + ∑ [W\Z5X,]-,U g,-s-,U ≤ V> >!XZ , 1 ≤ ∀ ≤ 5 "O.
9  g,- = g,- = s-,U = 1 → |}1 + [W\Z5Xz,] ≤ 1~ ∨ }1 + [W\Z5Xy,] ≤ 1~, 1 ≤ ∀1 <










#1 ≤ ∀2 ≤ 5 "O, 1 ≤ ∀S ≤ PQR.
 1

#1 ≤ ∀ ≤ 5 "O.	
2
 V WWXY ! ≤ 1 ≤ V> >!XZ , 1 ≤ ∀ ≤ 5 "O.
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